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Abstract 
Using tools and resources available through the internet, a six-week stimulation was 
performed in Chinese stock market. The simulation included long-term trading and 
short-term trading. Four methods were chosen for short-term trading: price-earnings 
ratios, net assets per share, book value in Bear market and undistributed profit per share. 
Long-term trading methods included industry leader, core technologies of Companies, 
companies' product demand, national financial policy and history of foreign stock market. 
This experience led to a better understanding of those methods and will be helpful for 
investments in real life. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Goal: 
The objective of this project is to understand the stock market concept and make 
investing in general stock market. During this project we will practice some basic 
investment strategies through a short-term simulation. In this short-term simulation we 
will choose 10 stocks from China stock market with our own skills and techniques. For 
skills and techniques we will use are: Critical thinking, Decision-making, Cooperation 
with teammate, Stocks research, saving and investing. This simulation will be able us to 
analyze the method that we used and make conclusion based on how those 10 stocks 
performed. Before 6-weeks simulation we will be to understand what is China stock 
market, how China stock market works and History of China stock market, we also need 
to compare the different investment method then find the best one to simulate. During 
simulation our starting funds will be 200,000 yuan (Chinese Currency). After all we will 
contrast with the starting funds to see how many profit or deficit that we make and 
analyze which methods will make profit in long-term. 
 
1.2 Methods:  
For investment methods we are basiclly asociate with Chinese Stock Market. We 
will introduce three methods to this project.  
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1.2.1 Macroeconomic data analysis methods： 
This investment method is according by the Macroeconomics datas and Policy. For 
date we need to analyze CPI (Consumer Price Index), PPI(Producer Price Index) and 
GDP (Gross Domestic Product). This data can reflect how will the stocks going in the 
future. For example if CPI and PPI are rising during the first quater. This indicates people 
are wealth and have ability to consume products. Therefore we can predict the whole 
stocks market will rise during a period of time. So we will have the best time to put our 
money into the market to make profits. In contrast if CPI and PPI is dropping. Then we 
need to sell out our stocks as soon as possible to prevent minimun deficit and wait for the 
other best opportunity to entry the stock markets again. For policies we can split into two. 
The first one is monetary policy and second one is currency police. These policies will 
directly apply to those enterprises, thus affecting the rate of economic growth, and it will 
further impact the stocks market. Therefore we should careful analysis of the 
macroeconomics policies. If we can analysis well, I think this will be a good method to 
make profits but the disadvantage is we need to a lots of Macroeconomics knowledge to 
analysis. We will use this method in the simulation and make more detail to illustrate.  
1.2.2 Fundamental analysis method: 
We will introduce this method into four parts.  
First part is How to correctly use price-earnings ratio. Price- earning ratio is the tool 
to predict the level of stock prices and help us to analysis for this stock to see does it 
reasonable or not also it is one of the most important indicators. Price-earning ratio is 
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measure by the ratio between stocks market price per share and earning (revenue) per 
share. The normal ratio should be between 20 ~30. If it lower than this ratio will indicate 
the price of the stock and risk index are low. The opposite will be indicate the price of 
stock and risk index are high hence we should be cautious when we buy the stock.  
Second part is analysis the prospects for the company from the net assets per share. 
Net assets per share can reflect the how well of shareholders’ equity. It is a long-term 
accumulation of the operating results of company over the years. “no matter how long 
this company operated, no matter how well this company performed in this stock market, 
If this company’s net assets per share are keeping increasing then this will indicate this 
company is growing well. In the other hand if net assets per share are decreasing this 
indicate this company will be no longer operate well.” said by one Chinese economist. In 
general, if net asset per share higher then 2 yuan (Chinese currency) we will say this 
company is at normal level. So the net asset per share is one of very important tool to 
choose the stocks.  
The third part is how to use Book value in Bear market. Book value is the ratio 
between price of stock per share and net asset per share. It is also one important indicator 
to invest and analysis for stocks. For investors, they will follow the book value to choose 
stocks; if book value of this stock is low then the risk index will be low. But during the 
bear market the book value are become most popular index for investor to choose their 
stocks. The reason is book value can show the margin of safety of price of stock.  
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The fourth part is undistributed profit per share. It is indicate the company in 
long-term accumulate for undistributed profit or loss. It is also the basic things of the 
company to expand or distribute the profits. Undistributed profit is same as net asset per 
share, they are both stock index. If undistributed profit accumulates in long-term will lead 
to stock depreciate. Overall, I think this is a very good method to invest.  
1.2.3 Industry policy analysis methods: 
We prefer to use one example to illustrate: One moth ago Chinese government was 
promulgated a policy to encourage real estate to build more applicability of housing. 
From this policy we can predict the cement stocks market will raise in a period of time 
because cement is basic element of housing. Hence we can buy some stocks which link to 
cement. We also can choose the stocks in construction companies’ area. Because of 
Chinese government encouragement will push a lot of construction companies to build up 
houses. So the construction companies should make profits which will boost their stocks 
up. Once the policy promulgated this will boost cement and construction industry stocks 
prices hence we should buy those industries stocks as soon as we can.  
For these three methods, I will suggest the second one. Because I believe the second 
method is more comprehensive analysis for the stock market that will make us more 
concern about our decision during the simulation [1]. 
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1.3 History of Chinese stock market:  
The first stock exchange in china (The Shanghai Stock Exchange) was foundered in 
1990. At the beginning, from 1990 to 1992, there were only 30 treasure bills, bonds and 8 
stocks in market. In about two years, stocks have risen from 96.05 to 1429. However, 
because of the stocks market was immature and highly volatile, stocks index has sharply 
declined. Only for half-year, the stocks have fallen dramatically from 1429 to 386. The 
felling rate is over 73%.  
In the last 10 years, China’s economy has the fastest rate of developing than most 
developing countries. However, the stock prices in China are complete opposite. It has 
the lowest rate of increase. In the last decade, GDP of China has increased 173.3% which 
far exceeds Brazil (44.6%), Russia (58.7%) and India (112%). But in the same time, the 
stocks in Brazil, Russia and India has grown by 318.0%, 493.6% and 373.7% rather than 
stock in China, 33.6%.  
There are three important factors causing the increasing rates of stocks are much less 
than economy.  
The first reason is that the issue prices are relatively too high. In order to raise more 
funds through the initial public offering, Chinese enterprise usually settle the issue price 
much higher than the fundamentals, thus stock prices often go down in the opening day. 
Besides, problems such as insider trading still exist. This instability of price and insider 
trading has much lowered the confidences and expectations of foreign investors and local 
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shareholders on the Chinese stock market which cause the funds in the Chinese stock are 
not as active as other emerging countries. 
The second reason is that Chinese stock market has a brief history and lack of depth 
in the local market. Since the Chinese Stock Exchanges was foundered in 1990, Chinese 
stock only has a history for 22 years. China still has a highly volatile and unstable 
situation in stock market and this is a risk for investors which can not be understated. In 
additions, the initial purpose of foundering Chinese Stock Exchange is to solve the 
financial difficulties of state-owned enterprises and the government has ignored 
protecting the interests of investors. This made investments reduced in the stock market.  
The third reason is China’s capital market is less open than other countries; foreign 
investors are limited to and have difficulties to entrance the market. 
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Chapter 2. Short-term trading: 
2.1 Goal of short-term trading: 
Our goal for the simulation is very simple. The most important for us are making 
profits in next two weeks. In order for the simulation to being a success we would like to 
make between ten percent profit and fifteen percent. But we also need to minimize our 
deficit. For this short term trading will help us to learn the knowledge about stock and 
how to research stocks during a short term. I think short-term trading is really important 
to people’s life. 
In this chapter we will introduce our method to simulation and what is the 
short-trading. After all we will introduce five stocks that we choose into detail such as 
what kind of company is this, etc. Since the simulation started, we will summarize and 
recording how much profit or deficit we made every day for these five stocks. At the last 
week we will summarize our method and make conclusion for this trading.  
 
2.2 What is short-term trading?  
Short-term trading is people who invest their money into the stocks market in a short 
time but the risk is very high. We usually said if you trading between five days and 
twenty days are belonging to short-term trading. If exceed twenty days we will conclude 
into mid-term trading. Short-term trading is a highly risky investment and it will 
immediately tell you either make money or lose. So short-term trading is making a lot of 
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people addicted on it. Even with highly risky, short-term trading is still a very interesting 
way to invest ones money into the stock market.  
 
2.3 Short-term trading method, Portfolio I  
For this short-term trading I will use the industry policy analysis methods. I believe 
this method could make the most profit into short-term compare to other two.  
In the Chinese Stock Market, the Chinese government’s policy can always influence 
it. So I choose one policy to introduce here. On 21st of May Chinese government were 
announced one policy are link to railway. Chinese government will invest twenty 
thousand billion in over 10 years on railway construction. Therefore I believe that is an 
excellent policy for those industries that link with it. I predict that policy could boost their 
share price in the few months and for short-term trading this is the best opportunity to 
make profits. For this method I have advantage and disadvantage. The advantage is the 
policy of the Chinese government is often having a greater impact on those companies 
which connect with the policy. Based on Chinese government’s policy encouragement 
those companies will make more profits and these will lead to share price rising in a 
period of time. For good performance will cause a lot of people are going to buy those 
companies share and I could predict those companies’ shares will increasing again. Hence 
I can make profits. But also disadvantage. It is only need to concern about does the policy 
message is the real essence of good news, if the policy message does not constitute a 
positive which will appear a phenomenon which is name “profit-taking”. Profit-taking is 
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the practice of selling an asset, mostly shares, when the asset has risen in price. This 
allows investors to convert the increase of an asset's market value into cash1. Hence 
people are selling their shares into cash to prevent deficit. If I am not really concern about 
this disadvantage then the deficit will be on me. My conclusion for this method is we 
really need to concern and prevent the disadvantage. I must to find a way to prove the 
policy is good and real then we should make profit by this method. 
 
Figure 2.3.1 K-line of “Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
The stock price remained around 6.6 RMB from late April to mid of May. Since the 
policy has come out in May 21st, 2012, the stock price as increase 6.9 RMB.  It indicates 
that the investors have confidence on this company.  Therefore, we believe that this 
company has potential to perform well in the next two weeks.  
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2.3.1 Stocks Choose: 
The first stock we chose is "Zhong Tie Er Ju". For this stock we based on the policy 
that introduce in section 2.3. The main industries for "Zhong Tie Er Ju"are railway 
construction, road construction. They are main profit is coming from the railway 
construction. The total profit of railway construction is 70.5% and the rest of is road 
construction. "Zhong Tie Er Ju" establish at 09-24-1990 and award 20 projects for the 
National Quality Engineering Award. This company is the best in railway construction 
industry. The reason for us to choose this stock is because we found it had some good 
response before that policy comes out and this point out that policy is good and real. 
Hence we prevent the disadvantage that we discuss in chapter 2.3 Here it is the figure to 
showing.  
 
Figure 2.3.1.1 K-line of “Zhong Tie Er Ju” 
The policy of railway is announced at 21st of May. But this stock responded on 18th 
of May which price at 6.0 RMB per share. As we can see there is a slop going up for a 
week until 25th of May which reached 7.5 RMB per share and then become steady for 
other week which at 8.0 RMB per share. But we believe this stock's price will increase 
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again in the next week. The reason is that good and real policy will motive this stock's 
price in a month or even longer. Also for previous week volume is eighteen million which 
indicate a lot of people invest they are money into this stock. So we are really exciting to 
see how well this stock will perform in next two weeks [2]. 
The second stock is "Shuang Qian Gu Fen". "Shuang Qian Gu Fen" is a tire industry, 
the main profit is coming from tire production which take 89.50%. We choose this stock 
because of oil dropping by Chinese government's policy on 25th of May. Since March of 
2012 the International oil price dropped nearly 15%. This situation forced Chinese 
government adjustment the oil price. Because of oil dropping more people might decide 
to buy a car. According to the data: In 2012 there are twenty million cars will be produce. 
This date shows us the demand of tire will increase in a period of time because tire is the 
supplement of car. Since the demand of tire increase will lead to this stock price increases. 
However we will analysis the trend of this stock in previous month. See figure 2: 
 
Figure 2.3.1.2 K-line of “Shuang Qian Gu Fen” 
For the previous month, this stock is not stable. The top of price was 10.5 RMB per 
share and the lowest is 10.0 RMB. But from 18th of May it was rising to10.5 RMB and 
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then dropping during a week to 10.0RMB. However we still can see the rise from 13th of 
May to 20th of May and rising again from 26th of May to reach the highest price at 10.6 
RMB. Overall, this stock performance is good. We believe by the oil policy and the 
increasing demand for cars will lead to this stock price rising in next two week [3].  
The third of stock we choose is “Feng Shen Gu Fen”. This company main industry is 
tire production. It is one of the biggest industries in tire production area. We choose this 
stock based on the policy of oil price as I introduced. This company also exports their tire 
to more than 140 countries. The CEO of this company predict since the start of a new 
round of stimulus policies such as railways, highway, infrastructure and a number of 
major projects will give rise to new demand for transport then the tire will also increase 
demand. The previous weeks trend of this stock indicate the tire demand increase and this 
is the main reason we choose this stock. See the figure below:  
 
Figure 2.3.1.3 K-line of “Feng Shen Gu Fen” 
At the end of April the price was 9.1 RMB per share. At the mid of May the price 
was 9.4 per share a little bit rising. However this price didn’t keep well and it gone down 
to 9.0RMB at 25th of May. But it was going up for the past week to 9.5 RMB per share 
since the policy announced. So we predict it will keep going up for next week [4].  
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Next, the forth stock company I choose is ‘Chang Jiang Dian Li’ (600900). This is 
an electric company by using wind power and hydro power to generate electricity.  
Within the electric company industry, this company has the largest sales and income; 
89% of this company’s profits are from generating electricity. The reason for choosing 
electric power industry is based on the one of the Chinese government policies. The 
policy claims that Chinese government will support the electric companies by giving the 
subsidies with 100 million RMB every year.  This policy will benefit the stock market in 
this industry, especially in the short term. Therefore, we choose “Chang Jiang Dian Li” as 
my forth company [5].  
Here the figure to shows the trade in the previous month. 
 
Figure 2.3.1.4 K-line of “Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
The stock price remained around 6.6 RMB from late April to mid of May. Since the 
policy has come out in May 21st, 2012, the stock price as increase 6.9 RMB.  It indicates 
that the investors have confidence on this company.  Therefore, we believe that this 
company has potential to perform well in the next two weeks. 
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2.3.2 Trades: 
Day 1 (June 4th, 2012)  
Due to some software problem our starting funds was 20,000 RMB. I put 6,0000 
RMB into "Zhong Tie Er Ju" and " Chang Jiang Dian Li". For "Shuang Qian Gu Fen" and 
"Feng Sheng Gu Fen" I invested 4,0000RMB.  
I hold 4200 shares of " Feng Sheng Gu Fen", 7600 shares of "Zhong Tie Er Ju", 
3800 shares of "Shuang Qian Gu Fen" and 8800 "Zhang Jiang Dian Li". For the cost 
price for these four stocks are 9.427 RMB for " Feng Sheng Gu Fen", 7.869 RMB for 
"Zhong Tie Er Ju", 10.378 RMB for "Shuang Qian Gu Fen" and 6.808 RMB for "Zhang 
Jiang Dian Li". But these four stocks didn't perform well at day one. For " Feng Sheng 
Gu Fen" the percentage of profit and loss ratio is -3.68 which I lost 1458.75 RMB. For 
"Zhong Tie Er Ju" the ratio is -1.760 and I lost -1055.34 RMB. For "Shuang Qian Gu 
Fen" the ratio is -2.490 and lost -982.20 RMB. For "Chang Jiang Dian Li" the ratio is 
-0.41 and I lost -244.64. Therefore my total lost for the first day was 3740.93 RMB. For 
the next I would like to introduce the trend of these four shares of the first day. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.1"Feng Sheng Gu Fen" 
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As we can see this figure, the trend is going down form 9.33 RMB to 9.08 RMB. 
The highest price for this stock is 9.60 RMB which higher cost price that I bought. But 
after that is keeping decreasing to the end of day. So this stock is performing poor at the 
Day 1.  
 
Figure 2.3.2.2 "Zhong Tie Er Ju" 
For this stock, it performed well in a period of time which reach 7.93 much higher 
than the cost price. But for the total performance it is bad. At the beginning of the day it 
going up to 7.89 RMB. Since that it starts decreasing which at lowest price of the day 
7.66 RMB. At the end of the day this stock price was at 7.73 RMB and this price is lower 
than the cost price. Overall this stock was performing well at the beginning of the day and 
middle of the day but it still not very good for the first day.  
 
Figure 2.3.2.3 "Shuang Qian Gu Fen" 
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This stock was performing badly. The highest price of the day is 10.68 RMB and the 
lowest is 10.13 RMB. For the first day this stock perform was quite steady but for me it is 
bad performance. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.4 "Chang Jiang Dian Li" 
For the day one, I was most expecting this stock's perform but I was disappointed. 
For this stock's performance is steady neither any large increasing nor decreasing. But for 
me is not very well. Because the price of end of the day was lower the price that I bought.  
My conclusion for day one is I did not choose the best price to buy these stocks. My 
analysis should improve to avoid next time decreasing. However these are the 
performance for day one. I was quite disappointed.    
Day 2 (June 5th, 2012) 
For the Day 2 we didn't do any reaction about the stocks. The reason is we should 
give us more time to analysis about these four stocks. In the Day 2 I had one stock make 
profit and three stocks still deficit. In the three deficit stocks, there is on stock 
performance really well but we didn't make any profit the reason is even it perform well 
but still lower the cost price. However we make the mistake for price choosing. So I will 
have some action on Day 3 and analysis at what price we should buy in and sell out. Here 
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is the trend for these 4 stock at the Day 2.( due to the software problem we did not get the 
figure for day two) 
"Zhong Tie Er Ju" 
At the beginning of the Day 2. It was perform really well at the morning and the 
highest price was at 7.87 RMB. At the afternoon it started to gone down to the lowest 
price of the day which was 7.51 RMB. After all it became stable and the final price was at 
7.56 RMB. For this stock I think it really unstable so I think I will do some action on Day 
3.  
"Shang Qian Gu Fen" 
This stock was really unstable. The highest price was 10.25 RMB then down to the 
lowest which was 10.02 RMB. I think for this stock I must have some action on it. But I 
personally think this stock is interesting and need to concentrate on it.  
"Feng Shen Gu Fen" 
This stock performed really well for Day 2. But we still in deficit for this stock. The 
starting price was 9.13 RMB. Then it was keeping go up until the highest price which at 
9.34 RMB nearly our cost price bur eventually it gone down a little bit to 9.24 RMB to 
the end of the day. For this stock I think I will keep like this on Day 3 and depend on day 
3 to see wether we should do some action during Day 4.  
"Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
This stock was the only one that made profit. For the Day 2 trend it was quite 
unstable. During Day 2 the starting price was 6.79 RMB and then the price it goes up 
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until the highest price 6.94 RMB then become stable. The end of day price was 6.88. For 
my opinion for this stock is I will increase the shares to hold and try to make more profit.  
Day 3 (June 6th, 2012) 
For the Day 3 I had few actions on these four stocks.  
“Shuang Qian Gu Fen”  
I sold all the shares which are 3800 at 10.08 RMB per share. I lost 1140 RMB for 
this action. The reason I was doing this is because I want to wait the lowest price to buy 
in again in the other word I want to adjust the price of this stock. But after few hours I 
found this stock had rebound and I decided to buy it in. I bought at 10.13 RMB and 2000 
shares. However I found my cost price was fairly high which at 10.93 RMB not as 10.13 
then I realize I had some mistake. After I search on the internet I understand how to 
calculate the cost price. Here is the calculation: I bought this stock at 10.38 RMB per 
share. I bought 3800 shares and the total price was 39395 RMB. But I was sold all the 
shares of this stock at 10.08 RMB per share and the total price I had back were 38304 
RMB which I was in deficit. So the total deficits were 39395 minuses 38304 and I had 
1091 RMB. But I bought this stock again at 10.12 RMB per shares for 1500 shares and 
the total prices were 15180 RMB. Actually the total price that I bought this stock should 
be the deficits plus the total price that I bought this stock again. Therefore I actually 
spend is 16271 RMB. So for the cost price should be 16271 RMB divided by 1500 shares 
which is 10.85 RMB and plus some fees my total cost should be 10.93 RMB. The cost 
price calculation is really important in Chinese stock market. Profit will be made it only if 
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the stock price beyond the cost price. 
“Zhong Tie Er Ju” 
I was sold 5600 shares at 7.50 RMB per share and left 2000 shares. The reason I 
sold is because I already had 4.81 percentage of deficit. I lost 1748 RMB in total at this 
traded. For two days observed I found this stock’s float was really unstable. Therefore I 
believe is not a good time to hold that much shares in the further days. But during the 
afternoon the trend of this stock was really bad then I sold the rest of 2000 shares 
immediately to avoid more deficits. So I lost 440 RMB for this traded. However I am 
waiting for the price to decrease until 7.53 RMB or lower to buy in this stock. 
“Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
My action for this stock was increasing the shares to hold. I increased 7000 shares at 
6.78 RMB. The increase is because during the two days observation I found this stock 
performs well and brought me some profits. But it gone down during the afternoon and 
lead to me to the deficit. I don't think I will do any action in follow two days on this stock 
because I think it will rebound.  
“Feng Sheng Gu Fen” 
For this stock I was sold all the 3200 shares at 9.390 RMB per shares. The reason is 
because I wanted to adjust the price of this stock that I bought it in previous. So I bought 
in again at the price 9.51 RMB per shares for 3200 shares and the cost price was 9.59 
RMB per share. After few hours this stock price was suddenly increased and I made some 
profit of this situation. But it was floats unstable afterward and by the end of day I only 
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made 4.13 RMB for the profits. I had 3200 shares on "Feng Shen Gu Fen", 1500 shares 
on" Shuang Qian Gu Fen" and 15800 shares on "Chang Jiang Dian Li".  
Day 4 (June 7th, 2012) 
Due to whole Chinese stock performed continuously bad. I did not trade any one of 
these 4 stocks and they still not really good on Day 4. But Chinese government 
announced they will decrease the interest rate which might lead to people take out their 
money from bank to consume or invest. With low interest rate some companies might 
think to borrow money from bank to invest. For those companies who already borrowed 
will pay back less. Therefore this announcement is good news for stock market. So I 
guess the whole stock market will perform well on the Day 5.    
Day 5 (June 8th, 2012) 
For Day 5 I had few actions to introduce.  
“Zhong Tie Er Ju 
For “Zhong Tie Er Ju” I bought 5700 shares at 7.39 RMB per share. The cost price 
was 7.40 RMB per share. I bought this stock is because it kept decreasing for 2 days and 
it might be rebound into next two days. Here is the figure to illustrate:   
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Figure 2.3.2.5 “Zhong Tie Er Ju” 
The last two bars is present light green which indicate this stock is decreasing and 
not perform well. The trend of this stock also not well as the diagram showing. But this is 
the good opportunity to entry this stock again because the price is low. This is the one 
reason I bought this stock again. There is the tradition in Chinese Stock market if the 
green bar presents more than two or equal it will rebound for the next few days. This 
tradition is my other reason to trade.  
“Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
I was planned to sell this stock for 8000 shares at 6.87 RMB per share to make 
profits. But it performs not well in these few days. Eventually it did not achieve 6.87 
RMB so this trading was cancelled at the end of the day.  
“Shuang Qian Gu Fen” and “Feng Shen Gu Fen” 
For these two stocks, my trading was empty these two stocks. The reason is I made 
wrong calculation on the cost price lead to these two stocks into deficits. So I recalculate 
cost price for these two stocks. For “Shuang Qian Gu Fen” the optimum price to entry 
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should be equal or lower than 10.22 RMB per share. For “Feng Shen Gu Fen” should be 
equal or lower than 9.21 RMB per share. Therefore we can adjust to a better cost price of 
these two stocks to avoid more deficits.  
Date Buy/S
ell 
 
Symbol 
Price 
(RMB) 
Share
s 
Net 
Cost/ 
Proceeds 
Profit/ 
Loss 
Total 
Cash 
Total  
Profit 
       200000  
06/04/ Buy FSGF 9.417 4200 39551  160449  
06/04/ Buy  SQGF 10.367 3800 39438  121011  
06/04/ Buy ZTEJ 7.860 7600 59736  61275  
06/04/ Buy CJDL 6.800 8800 59840  1435  
06/06/ Sell ZTEJ 7.65 2000 15300 -420 16735 -420 
06/06/ Sell ZTEJ 7.500 5600 42000 -2016 58735 -2436 
06/06/ Buy CJDL 6.857 7000 47999  10736  
06/06/ Sell  FSGF 9.390 4200 38438 -1113.4 49174 -3549.4 
06/06/ Sell SQGF 10.080 3800 38304 -1134 87478 -4683.4 
06/06/ Buy FSGF 9.500 3200 30400  57078  
06/06/ Buy SQGF 10.120 1500 15180  72258  
06/08/ Sell   SQGF 10.560 1500 15840 660 56418 -4023.4 
06/08/ Sell  FSGF 9.36 3200 29952 -448 86370 -4471.4 
06/08/ Buy ZTEJ 7.390 5700 42123  44247  
Table 2.3.2.1 Transaction Table Week 1 (June 4- June 8) 
"Shuang Qian Gu Fen" symbol: SQGF  
“Chang Jiang Dian Li" symbol: CJDL 
“Zhong Tie Er Ju" symbol: ZTEJ   
"Feng Shen Gu Fen" symbol: FSGF 
Week 2: 
Day 1 (June 11th, 2012) 
For this day I had some trading. For “Chang Jiang Dian Li” I sold 7800 shares at 
price at 6.88. The reason is I would like to make some profit on this share plus this share 
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is growing steady and well. So I profit 390 RMB and decreasing deficit that I had. Here is 
the figure shows the trend of “Chang Jiang Dian Li”.  
 
Figure 2.3.2.6 “Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
As I said the growing of this share is steady and well. Through this figure at the end 
of figure there is a slop gonging up and steady. The last three red bars indicate these three 
days this stock price was rising. Hence my decision was right to make profit. 
But I still hold 8000 shares into this stock to make more profits in next few days.  
For “Shuang Qian Gu Fen” I bought 500RMB into this stock to test how well this 
stock is. I found this stock was rising and make profits. Therefore I bought 2000 shares at 
10.88 RMB. This trading help me to curve my cost price lower which at 10.88 RMB per 
share. For this share I expect it will rise in next few days. The reason is the cost of 
material for tier is decreasing and the oil price in China also decreased. Therefore these 
two news is good for tier industry.   
Day 2 (June 12th, 2012) 
I sold “Zhong Tie Er Ju” for 2000 shares at 7.51 RMB to made profits. The profit 
that I made was 240 RMB. I was very please my stocks trend in the first two days and I 
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predict these stocks will keep perform well in the next few days and help me make more 
profits before this simulation end. This is the only trade that I had done for day 2. For 
other stocks there are perform well and normal. So I would like to see and maybe have 
some action in day3.   
Day 3 (June 13th, 2012) 
During the day 3, I had not done any trading. The reason is all three stocks all 
perform well and I wanted to make more profits. For “Chang Jiang Dian Li”, it was 
growing steady and well in continuous days. I expect it perform well on day 4. Here is the 
figure. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.7 “Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
The last red bar indicates the rising during day 3. As you can see this bar is longer 
which help me made nearly 1000 RMB profits. Therefore I decided to sell some of shares 
on Day 4. For the rest of two stocks, they were performing normally and stable. So I 
would like to wait on Day 4 to decide my trading.  
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Day 4 (June 14th, 2012) 
On the Day 4, I am still waiting for those three stocks rising. But I missed the best 
opportunity to sell shares to made profit.  
 
Figure 2.3.2.8 “Chang Jiang Dian Li” 
For this figure, it was perform stable. The starting price and final price was at 6.92. 
Therefore I was not doing any trading on this stock. But I would like to sell 7000 shares 
on the Day 5. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.9 “Shuang Qian Gu Fen” 
For this stock, I missed the best opportunity to sell. In the end it was leading me to 
deficit. Therefore I hold this stock to do some trading on Day 5. However this stock’s 
perform not really well and unstable. It was at 10.81 RMB and it was dropping to 10.64 
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RMB per share which is much lower the cost price that I bought. So I would like to trade 
this stock on the Day 5. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.10 “Zhong Tie Er Ju” 
For this stock, I was so disappointed because it was perform good on Day 3 but it 
suddenly gone down on Day 4 and finally I had deficit. It starting price was at 7.51 RMB 
per share. But it keeps dropping until the price at 7.15 RMB per share. Therefore I would 
like to wait to see how it performs on Day 5 to decide what trading I should make.  
Day 5 (June 15th, 2012) 
During this last day of the simulation I only had one trading which make some 
profits. I sold all shares of “Chang Jiang Dian Li” at 6.80 and I made 1746 RMB profit at 
7.02 RMB per share. I try my best to reduce the deficits that I made. Finally I would like 
to say I had some successes. However for the other two stocks, “Shuang Qian Gu Fen” 
and “Zhong Tie Er Ju” were still during the bad performance therefore I did not do any 
trading and do not want to make further deficits. For “Feng Shen Gu Fen” I did not buy it 
in at the end. Because it price did not reach the optimum price.  
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Date Buy/ 
Sell 
Symbo
l 
Price Shares Net 
Cost/ 
Proceed 
Profit
/Lost 
Total 
Cash 
Total 
Profit 
       44247  
06/11/ Sell CJDL 6.88 7800 53664 390 97911 -4081.4 
06/04/ Buy SQGF 10.84 500 5420  92491  
06/04/ Buy SQGF 10.88 2000 21760  70731  
06/04/ Buy  ZTEJ 7.51 2000 15020 240 85751 -3841.4 
Table 2.3.2.2 Transaction Table Week 2 (June 11- June 15) 
"Shuang Qian Gu Fen" symbol: SQGF 
"Chang Jiang Dian Li" symbol: CJDL 
"Zhong Tie Er Ju" symbol: ZTEJ 
"Feng Shen Gu Fen" symbol: FSGF 
For my simulation, the total assets are 196185.6 RMB.  
2.3.3 Analysis and Conclusion: 
During this short-term, I had gain some knowledge and experience. But I was 
running deficits in these two weeks. From my opinion, the method I used was successful. 
The main reason for deficits is because the environment of the whole Chinese stock and 
the disadvantage of policy method. The situation for Chinese stock market is very fluent 
and the price of stocks was change often. The price of stock was hard to predict for next 
day and this lead me to deficits by policy method. However I thought the policy method 
was more suitable for long-term trading. For those stocks I chose, it performed well at 
last week and made me more than 2000 RMB profit. Nevertheless due to some mistakes 
which I made at beginning of this simulation lead to me still in the deficits. For my 
conclusion for this simulation was I should do it better at the beginning. However I 
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learned a lot of knowledge about stock market and I would like to use them into long- 
term trading. 
 
2.4 Short-term trading method, Portfolio II 
For selecting the stocks I will mainly use the Fundamental analysis method. 
Compare to other two methods, Fundamental analysis is a method which more 
emphasizes the financial performance of the company and the viability of its product. In 
the Fundamental analysis method, there are four standards for choosing stocks: PE ratio 
which will tell us whether the price and risk of company is low and worth investing or not; 
Net assets per share indicate if company has a bright and profitable future; Book value in 
bear market can help us invest with a margin of safety; And undistributed profit per share 
may mirrored company’s accounting losses annually. Though this method, we can clearly 
know which companies have investment potential and easily pick up the stocks we want 
to invest. However, this method has its disadvantage. Although companies have a bright 
future, lots of factors will influence the price of its stock, like market competition, 
inflation rate, policy about monetary or financial. JPMorgan Chase is the biggest bank in 
America; it is a very promising company for investor. However, because of “bad 
judgment” JPMorgan Chase face a massive trading loss about 2 billion dollars and its 
stock have fallen sharply for seven per cent in only 6 weeks. So I think choosing a stock 
arbitrarily by Fundamental analysis method is not very comprehensive. It should also 
supplement by other two methods. In conclusion, I prefer use the Fundamental analysis 
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method to choose a group of stocks, and then use Macroeconomic data analysis method 
and Industry policy analysis method review the remaining stocks. 
2.4.1 Stocks Chosen: 
The first stock I choose is ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ (601618) which is a company in 
GEM (growth enterprise market). It is not only a company of national infrastructure and 
overseas project contracting but also it is a manufacturing enterprises with mining 
resources such as iron, copper, gold, nickel, cobalt, lead, zinc and aluminum. This 
company enjoys financial support and favorable policies from government. Every year, 
Chinese government gives this company hundreds of millions of RMB for special 
allowance.  
 
Figure 2.4.1.1 yearly curve of ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ 
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Figure 2.4.1.2 Price from March 2012 to May 31st 2012 
From the Figure 2.11 we can see that the general trend of price was falling 
continually. From its highest price 7.50 RMB per share to lowest price 2.52 RMB per 
share. But the lowest price has past, according to the Figure 2.12, the price begin growing 
from May 16th and the price stay at 2.67 RMB per share at May 31st last week. I believe 
the price of this company still has potential to keep increasing [6]. 
The second stock I choose is ‘China Merchants Bank’ (600036). China Merchants 
Bank was listed in Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2002. The reason I choose this stock is 
that it has a low PE ratio about 5.40 which means invest this bank can suffer a very low 
risk. Even if I can’t make too much profit in this trading, I won’t loss too much. 
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Figure 2.4.1.3Yearly curve of ‘China Merchants Bank’ 
 
             Figure 2.4.1.4: Price from December 2011 to May 31st 2012  
From the Figure 2.4.1.4, we can clearly see that the price of China Merchants Bank 
has become very smooth and steady after 2009. It didn’t have a dramatic increasing or 
sharply fall in these three years. According to Figure 2.14, in this recent five months, 
although there are some drawdowns, the price was still increasing in general. And until 
last week, May 31st, the price 11.68 RMB per share is still in a trend of increasing. So I 
believe that the price will keep growing in next week. Even the price falls, it won’t fall so 
dramatically [7]. 
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The third stock I choose is ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ (300003). It is a medical share. There are 
four reasons I choose this stock. First is that this medical company is a pioneer in the 
field of medical devices, especially in device for coronary heart disease. In this year, the 
market demand is growing rapidly. Secondly, it holds a certain domestic market shares, 
about 25.8%. Thirdly, the price of its product is lower than imported product and the price 
still decrease continually. The forth reason is that it has a relatively strong supporting 
production capacity which greatly reduced the cost of production.  
 
Figure 2.4.1.5 stock chart of ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ 
Figure 2.15 shows the price from February 2012 to last week May 31st 2012. 
According to this figure, we can see that at May 25th, there was a dramatic drop from 
14.70 RMB per share to 12.98 RMB per share. Because the shareholder (BROOK 
INVESTMENT LTD) has underweight 10 millions of his shares at May 25th. After 
market open on Monday, May 28th it has reached the lowest price in last week, about 
12.56 RMB per share, then the price present an increasing trend. I think the influence of 
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the shareholder selling down his shares has pasted. And the price of stock has the 
potential to keep increasing in next two weeks [8]. 
The forth stock I choose is ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ (000157). 
Zoomlion Company was listed in Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2000. It has total capital 
stock about 7.7 billion shares, total assets over 70 billion RMB. In 2010, Zoomlion 
Company has its operating revenue over 50 billion RMB, profiting of nearly 8 billion 
RMB. This remarkable profit has made the company ranked eighth in the Global 
engineering machinery industry and fifth in the top 100 of China machinery industry. 
 
Figure 2.4.1.6 stock chart of ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ 
Figure 6 shows the price from December 2011 to last week May 31st 2012. 
According to the figure, this stock has a very potential future. In general, this stock 
presents an ascending curve. Also it has a PE ratio about 9.90 which is credible for 
investing by the method I use, so I believe this stock will keep increasing in the next two 
weeks. [9] 
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2.4.2 Trades: 
Week 1: 
Day 1 (June 4th, 2012) 
First day I take a wait-and-see attitude toward the stocks. Because the price on last 
Friday is relatively high, I am waiting for a little drop down for price so that I can buy the 
shares. Fortunately, the four stocks I chosen both have great decreasing when the market 
closes.  
 
                    Figure 2.4.2.1 ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ 
 
                      Figure 2.4.2.2 ‘China Merchants Bank’ 
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Figure 2.4.2.3 ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.4 ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ 
Day 2 (June 5th, 2012) 
Since the price on Monday has fall very low. I decide to invest the stocks. I invested 
2,2000 RMB in ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ for a price of 10.53 RMB a share, 
which bought me 2100 shares. I invested 1,0376 RMB in ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ for a price of 
12.97 RMB a share which bought me 800 shares. I bought 500 shares in ‘China 
Merchants Bank’ for a price of 11.44 RMB a share and I bought 1900 shares in ‘Zhong 
Guo Zhong Zhi’ for a price of 2.58 RMB a share.  
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Figure 2.4.2.5 ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.6 ‘China Merchants Bank’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.7 ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ 
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Figure 2.4.2.8 ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ 
On Tuesday, all the prices of stocks except Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company 
have risen before the market close. The shares I buy in ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ has risen 
for 0.25%, ‘China Merchants Bank’ has risen for 0.85%, ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ has risen for 
0.06%. ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ has fallen for 0.51%. 
Day 3 (June 6th, 2012) 
Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company and China Merchants Bank have a great 
increase on Wednesday. So I sold the Zoomlion Company shares for a price of 10.70 
RMB a share. This was a gain of 1.37%. And I sold the China Merchants Bank for a price 
of 11.62 RMB a share which give me profit of 1.25%. Besides, I bought 3000 shares in 
‘China Merchants Bank’ for a price of 11.17 RMB a share.  
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Figure 2.4.2.9 ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.10 ‘China Merchants Bank’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.11 ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ 
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Figure 2.4.2.12 ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ 
Day 4 (June 7th, 2012) 
All stocks have dramatically fallen. I take a wait-and-see attitude on Thursday. The 
share I bought in China Merchants Bank and Le Pu Yi Liao has loss about 2%.  
Day 5 (June 8th, 2012) 
All stocks present a trend of descending. The share I bought in China Merchants 
Bank has loss about 2.32% and Le Pu Yi Liao has loss about 2.06%. Zhong Guo Zhong 
Zhi has loss about 0.91%. However, Zoomlion Company has gain of 0.72%.   
 
Figure 2.4.2.13 ‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ 
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Figure 2.4.2.14 ‘China Merchants Bank’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.15 ‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ 
 
Figure 2.4.2.16 ‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ 
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Date Symbol Buy/Sell Price Shares Net Cost/ 
Proceed 
Profit/Loss Total Cash Total 
Profit 
06/04/12       200,000  
06/05/12 ZGZH Buy 2.58 1900 4921 12.2   
 CMB Buy 11.44 500 5770 48.78   
 LPYL Buy 12.97 800 10,384 6.63   
 ZHIC Buy 10.53 2100 22,008 -113.11   
       156,871.5 -45.5 
06/06/12 CMB Sell 11.62 500 5810 40   
 ZHIC Sell 10.70 2100 22,470 462   
       185,653.5 502 
06/08/12 CMB Buy 11.17 3000 32,760 -776.5 152,117 -776.5 
Table 2.4.2.1 Transaction Table Week1 (June 4- June 8) 
‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ symbol ZGZH   
‘China Merchants Bank’ symbol CMB 
‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ symbol LPYL  
‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ symbol ZHIC 
Week2 
Day 1 (June 11th, 2012) 
At the beginning of Day 1, I hold 2300 shares of "Zoomlion Company", 5100 shares 
of "Le Pu Yi Liao", 3000 shares of "China Merchants Bank" and 1900 shares of "Zhong 
Guo Zhong Zhi". For the cost price for these four stocks are 10.55 RMB for "Zoomlion 
Company", 12.93 RMB for "Le Pu Yi Liao", 11.18 RMB for "China Merchants Bank" 
and 2.58 RMB for "Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi". But these stocks except Zoomlion Company 
didn't perform well at day one. For "Le Pu Yi Liao" the percentage of profit and loss ratio 
is -0.9 which I lost 590.91 RMB. For "China Merchants Bank" the ratio is -2.05 and I lost 
686.5 RMB. For "Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi" the ratio is -0.14% and lost 25.8 RMB. 
However, for "Zoomlion Comany" the ratio is 1.71% and I profit 798.4 RMB. So I sold 
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2300 shares of ‘Zoomlion Company” at price 10.89 RMB per share and profit 25047 
RMB. Also I buy 500 shares of “Le Pu Yi Liao” at price 12.83 RMB per share. In general, 
after the market close, I still have three stocks in my hand: 5600 shares of “Le Pu Yi 
Liao”, 3000 shares of “China Merchants Bank” and 1900 shares of “Zhong Guo Zhong 
Zhi”. Therefore my total lost for the first day was 1010.62 RMB. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.17 “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” 
“Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” is a very stable stock. Unlike other stocks have large 
fluctuations. On Day 1, the price before market opened is 2.56 RMB per share and this 
stock has reached to same price after market closed.  
 
Figure 2.4.2.18 “China Merchants Bank” 
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On Day 1, when the market opens, the price of “China Merchants Bank” is 10.92 
RMB per share. But it has reached its lowest price 10.71 RMB in the afternoon. Finally, 
the price began increasing and reached to 10.81 RMB per share after market closed.  
 
Figure 2.4.2.19 “Le Pu Yi Liao” 
The price of “Le Pu Yi Liao” before market opened is 12.80 RMB per share. From 
the figure we can clearly see that the stock is present a trend of increasing. It has reached 
its highest price 13.35 RMB per share in the afternoon and fall to 12.99 RMB per share. 
Compare to the price before market opened, the stock has increased for 0.93%. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.20 “Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company” 
The price of Zoomlion Company” before market opened is 10.84 RMB per share. 
From the figure we can clearly see that the stock is present a trend of increasing. It has 
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reached its highest price 11.02 RMB per share in the afternoon and fall to 10.90 RMB per 
share. Compare to the price before market opened, the stock has increased for 0.09%. 
Day 2 (June 12th, 2012) 
On Day 2, I hold 5600 shares of “Le Pu Yi Liao”, 3000 shares of “China Merchants 
Bank” and 1900 shares of “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi”. “Le Pu Yi Liao” has profit 1.19%. So 
I decided to sell the shares at price 13.06 RMB per share which give me profit of 858.68 
RMB. However, “China Merchants Bank” and “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” give a great lost. 
“China Merchants Bank” has lost 3.93% for -1316.5 RMB and “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” 
has lost 1.3% for -63.8 RMB. Therefore the total lost in Day 2 is 1380.3 RMB. 
Day 3 (June 13th, 2012) 
On Day3, “Le Pu Yi Liao” and “Zoomlion Company” have a great increased. I 
bought 600 shares of “Le Pu Yi Liao” at price 13.17 RMB per share and 900 shares of 
“Zoomlion Company” at price 11.04 RMB per share.  
 
Figure 2.4.2.21 “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” 
The price of Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” before market opened is 2.56 RMB per share. 
From the figure we can clearly see that the stock is present a trend of increasing. It has 
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reached its highest price 2.59 RMB per share after market closed. Compare to the price 
before market opened, the stock has increased for 1.17%. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.22 “China Merchants Bank” 
The price of “China Merchants Bank” before market opened is 10.85 RMB per share. 
At the beginning, 10:00 am, the price has fallen a little bit to 10.80 RMB per share. Then 
the price start growing, it reached its highest price 10.95 RMB per share at about noon. 
After the market closed, the price has fallen to 10.89 RMB per share. Compare to the 
price before market opened, the stock has increased for 0.74%. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.23 “Le Pu Yi Liao” 
The price of “Le Pu Yi Liao” before market opened is 13.07 RMB per share. At 
about 11:00 am, the price has fallen to its lowest point 13.07 RMB per share. I think the 
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price may keep falling a little bit, so I didn’t buy the shares. But unfortunately the price 
start growing, it reached its highest price 13.24 RMB per share at about noon. After the 
market closed, the price has fallen to 13.18 RMB per share. Compare to the price before 
market opened, the stock has increased for 1.46%. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.24 “Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company” 
The price of “Zoomlion Company” before market opened is 10.94 RMB per share. 
From the figure we can clearly see that, at about 10:30 am, the price has dropped to  
10.90 RMB per share. This is a great chance for invested. But I missed the best 
opportunity to buy. About one hour, the price grow to 11.04 RMB per share, the ratio of 
increasing is 1.28%. 
Day 4 (June 14th, 2012) 
The stocks on day 4 didn’t perform well; all of them have suffered various 
magnitudes. “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” has drop from 2.59 RMB per share to 2.56 RMB 
per share, the ratio of falling is -0.77%. “China Merchants Bank” has drop from 10.85 
RMB per share to 10.77 RMB per share, the ratio is -0.28%. “Le Pu Yi Liao” has drop 
from 13.21 RMB per share to 13.06 RMB per share, the ratio is -0.91%. “Zoomlion 
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Company” has drop from 11.05 RMB per share to 10.76 RMB per share, the ratio is 
-2.54%. On day 4, I take a wait-and-see attitude toward the stocks and waiting for a good 
chance to buy the shares. 
 
Figure 2.4.2.25 “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi” 
 
Figure 2.4.2.26 “China Merchants Bank” 
 
Figure 2.4.2.27 “Le Pu Yi Liao” 
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Figure 2.4.2.28 “Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company” 
Day 5 (June 15th, 2012) 
During this last day of the simulation I hold 900 shares of “Zoomlion Company” 
which lost me -3.81%, -378.9 RMB; 600 shares of “Le Pu Yi Liao” and has a ratio of 
3.84% which profit 304.1 RMB. 5100 share of “China Merchants Bank” which has a 
ratio of 1.34% and profit 749.85 RMB. Also I hold 1900 shares of “Zhong Guo Zhong 
Zhi” and profit 12.20 RMB. I sold all the shares and totally profit 1975.33 RMB during 
this two week stimulation.  
 
Figure 2.4.2.30 “China Merchants Bank” 
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Figure 2.4.2.31 “Le Pu Yi Liao” 
 
Figure 2.4.2.32 “Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company” 
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Date Symb
ol 
Buy/
Sell 
Price Share
s 
Net Cost/ 
Proceeds 
Profit 
/Loss 
Total 
Cash 
Total 
Profit 
06/11 LPYL Buy 12.82 500 6,415    
 ZHIC Sell 10.89 2300 25,070 798.4   
06/12 LPYL Sell 13.06 5600 73,192 802.68   
 CMB Buy 10.74 2100 22,554    
6/13 LPYL Buy 13.17 600 7,902    
 ZHIC Buy 11.04 900 9,936    
06/15 ZGZZ Sell 2.6 1900 4,940 12.2   
 CMB Sell 11.14 5100 56,814 749.85   
 LPYL Sell 13.74 600 8,244 304   
 ZHIC Sell 10.6 900 9,540 -378.94 201975 1975 
 
Table 2.4.2.2 Transaction Table Week 2 (June 11- June 15) 
‘Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi’ symbol ZGZZ  
‘China Merchants Bank’ symbol CMB 
‘Le Pu Yi Liao’ symbol LPYL  
‘Zoomlion Heavy Industry Company’ symbol ZHIC 
 
2.4.3 Analysis and Conclusion: 
The majority of the stocks go well in the last two weeks. In the last two weeks, I 
have total profited 1975.33 RMB, the rate of return on investment just about 1% 
(comparing to the money I use to invest 200000 RMB). By watching the price in market 
goes down and up, deciding whether the chance to buy or sell, I learn a lot of knowledge 
and experience in this stimulation. Although sometimes I cannot catch the best chance to 
invest; sometimes I buy the shares but the price fall next day and give me a great loss, I 
know that stock market is volatile, unstable and everything may happen in the next day. 
Price won’t always going up to produce a profit, such as the stocks I chosen “China 
Merchants Bank and Le Pu Yi Liao”, there are usually a great increasing or great falling.  
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Besides, though this two weeks stimulation, the method I use to choose stocks is 
successful. However it is not perfect. Such as the stock “China Merchants Bank”, 
according to the method, China Merchants Bank has a low PE ratio about 5.40; it should 
be a really stable stock like “Zhong Guo Zhong Zhi”. But its price is unpredicted; it has 
given me more than 2% loss in two days.  
In general, it is still a good start for the stocks stimulation. I can use the experience I 
learned in short term trading and do better in long- term trading.  
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Chapter 3. Long-term Trading 
3.1 Goal of Long Term Trading:  
In this chapter we will introduce the methods we will use for simulation and what is 
long-term trading. After all we will introduce six stocks that we choose into detail such as 
what kind of company is this, etc. Since the simulation started, we will summarize and 
recording how much profit or deficit we made in the next four weeks for these six stocks. 
At the last week we will summarize our method and make conclusion for this trading. 
Our goal for the simulation is to choose six stocks, record their price’s movements 
and make profits in next four weeks. In order for the simulation to being a success we 
would like to make the profit between 10-15%. We already have learned some knowledge 
from the short-term trading, we will use the knowledge we learned to invest and research 
the stocks for trading. I think we will do better in long-term trading than short-term 
trading.  
 
3.2 What is Long-term trading? 
Long-term trading is wisely chosen high benefit ratio stocks or high growth stocks. 
After buying the stock, hold the share for a long time but not sell the shares. (In the 
project, we will hold the share for four weeks and will not sell the shares till four weeks). 
Compared to short-term trading, short-term trading only occurs in market that price goes 
and downs frequently and has a certain level of change. However, if the prices of stocks 
in market tend to rise steadily, through buying low-price shares and selling at high price 
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daily to post profits is limited. Also, selling the shares need to pay another commission, 
this is a disadvantage of short-term trading.   
 
3.3 Long-term trading method, Portfolio I 
Unlike short-term trading focus on buying and selling frequently, long-term trading 
refers to hold the shares for a long time and profit from a long-term perspective. So how 
to choose the stocks to invest has become the most important factor. However, what kind 
of company is suitable for long-term trading? There are six matters need to notice: 
1. Industry leader. Industry leader is the company which doing the greatest 
amount of business in that industry. Their products have outstanding cost performance 
compare to other companies. Also Industry leader should have advance technology 
and abundant capitals.  
2. Companies that have their own core technologies, such as Microsoft 
Company and Apple. All the computers in the world are using their operating system; 
other companies cannot invent the system like that. In China, only few of companies 
have their own core technologies. Chinese technology companies don’t have their 
core technologies, so technology companies in China is not suitable for long-term 
trading. However, there are several like Yunnan Baiyao Powder; its Drug formulation 
is a state secret.  
3. Companies’ products are in short supply. Nowadays, it is rare to see 
companies’ products are not enough for demand. Maotai is the most famous wine 
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brand in China. If you want to buy a Maotai wine, you need to pay the money in 
months ahead. Companies like Maotai Company have an excellent growth, but the 
future growth will depend on its production.   
4. Companies have a huge quantity of orders and price of product has huge 
increases. Usually when the demand in an industry increases very quickly, companies 
will receive more orders. For example, Vitamin E. There was a time, the price of 
Vitamin E has jumped, and it created the price of medical shares suddenly rose. 
5. National financial policy. National financial policy always gives us some 
information. For instance, it is the era of high oil price now; conserving resources is 
an important job for government. New Energy Company will start getting 
government’s attention.  
6. According to history of foreign stock market, no matter in United States, 
United Kingdom or Japan, Bank shares and Insurance shares both worth to invest for 
long-term trading [10]. 
3.3.1 Stocks Chosen: 
The first stock I chosen is ‘Kweichow Moutai’ (600519). The Moutai wine is 
product in southwest of China, Guizhou Province, Maotai Town. People said ‘British 
scotch whisky, French cognac brandy and Chinese Moutai wine is the most famous 
liquors in the world [11]. 
Compared to other liquor companies, Moutai wine has more advantages. It has a 
strong corporate brand, stable and high gross margin profit. Unlike other companies, 
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Moutai Company does not need to spend huge amount of money to fixed asset 
investment. This less the operational risk for investment and Moutai Company has 
abundant of free cash flow.  
 
Figure 3.3.1.1 K-line of ‘Kweichow Moutai’ 
From the figure 3.1 we can clearly see the general trend of price was growing 
continually since the company come to market. Moutai Company is not only the industry 
leader in liquor industry but also their product is in short supply. Buying their product 
will not decrease in value over time; Moutai wine have the value for collection. I believe 
it is suitable for long-term trading. 
The second stock I chosen is ‘Yunnan Baiyao Powder’ (000538). Yunnan Baiyao 
Powder is a famous traditional Chinese medicine from Yunan Province. It was first 
developed in 1902 and made by several valuable herbs. It has excellent effect on stop 
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bleeding, promote blood circulation and reduce pain. There are the advantages that other 
medicines don’t have [12]. 
 
Figure 3.3.1.2 K-line of ‘Yunnan Baiyao Powder’ 
According to Figure 3.2, we can see that ‘Yunnan Baiyao Powder’ is in a steady 
uptrend; there is not a severe slump these years. Also, Yunnan Baiyao Powder is the 
leader company in medical and it has its own core technology. Its unique drug 
formulation is a state secret and is a hard-produced advantage. I believe this stocks still 
has a potential for growing and worth to invest for long-term trading.  
The third stock I choose is ‘Ping An Insurance’ (601318). Ping An Insurance is a 
leader and giant in insurance industry. Every year it receive huge amount of order of life 
insurance, right now, the company has start expanding their business into foreign market 
which will bring more growth space to this company [13].   
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Figure 3.3.1.3 K-line of ‘Ping An Insurance’ 
From the Figure 3.3, the price of Ping An Insurance is increasing continually in 
general. Besides, according to history of foreign stock market, insurance shares have 
relative resilience. Moreover, Ping An Insurance is the leader in insurance shares; I 
believe Ping An Insurance is worth to invest and will bring me profit in the next four 
weeks.  
3.3.2 Trades: 
Week 1 (July 16th- July 20th) 
For the first week of long term trading, I bought 3 stocks. The first one was "Yun 
Nan Bai Yao" with 1000 shares and price was 63.063 RMB per share. The second was 
"Kweichow Moutai" and I bought 200 shares which was 262.723 RMB per share. The 
third stock I decided to buy "XD Zhong Guo Ping" and 45.113 RMB per share. 
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For the first week, these three stocks were all brought me deficit. "Yun Nan Bai Yao" 
decreased 3.83 RMB per share compare with my cost price. Therefore I had 2233.00 
RMB deficits. However I think it will keep decreasing next week. Because there was 
some bad news about the Chinese medical and this will impact this stock's price.  
The second stock, "Kweichow Moutai". This stock's performance was best one in 
the China Stock history. The price of this stock was 262.723 RMB per share and it was 
the highest price in stock market. The reason is Chinese culture, because Chinese people 
they like to drink liqueur and this company is one of the largest liqueur company in China. 
Anyway even with excellent background it still brought me into deficit at the first week. 
There were only 0.47 RMB per share going down but I had 94.69 RMB into deficit. I 
guess it will be better next few weeks. Because we have Army holiday coming so for 
Chinese culture they will consume a lot of liqueur.  
The third stock was "Ping An Insurance", it had bad performance of the first week. It 
dropped about 1.613 RMB per share. Therefore I had 2314.64 RMB for my deficit. But I 
have strong confidence it will re-bounce for next coming weeks. The reason is because 
Chinese people more and more care about their health and it will promote the insurance 
company lead the stock price in this area. Therefore "Ping An Insurance" will be a most 
potential stock in these three stocks.  
For my conclusion of the first week, my total deficit was 4642.33 RMB. But I 
believe the situation will be better and better. Because those three stocks I chosen were all 
performing well for their past record. I think especially "Kweichow Moutai" and "Ping 
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An Insurance" I strongly believe these two stock will perform well into next few week. 
The table shows it below was the record about these three stocks: 
Symbol Cost 
Price 
Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YNBY 63.06 1000 60.83 -2233 -3.54%  
GZMT 262.72 200 262.25 -94.69 -0.18%  
ZGPA 45.11 1500 43.57 -2314 -3.42%  
 -4642 
Table 3.3.2.1 Transaction Table Week 1 (July 16- July 20) 
 
“Yun Nan Bai Yao” symbol “YNBY” 
“Kweichow Moutai” symbol GZMT 
“Ping An Insurance” symbol ZGPA 
 
For "Yun Nan Bai Yao", the ratio between deficit and profit was -3.54 %. Kweichow 
Moutai" had -0.180 % and this was the smallest deficit percentage in those three stocks. 
The "Ping An Insurance" had biggest deficit for the first week which was -3.42 %. But 
these three stocks will all perform well for coming few weeks. Because the China stock 
are getting better this month. Therefore I hope we can make profit by this trend.  
Week 2 (July 23rd- July 27th) 
For week two, except "Ping An Insurance" brought me 1285.36 RMB profits. The 
other two stocks still bad performed and lead me into further deficit. Especially 
"Kweichow Moutai", the ratio of profit and deficit increase to -7.48% which had more 
than 7.3% deficits.  
"Kweichow Moutai", I was expect it will be performing well for this week. But the 
traffic department announced the policy about drunken drive. Therefore a lot of people 
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refuse to drink when they meet up at restaurant. This policy impact the percentage of 
liqueur market hence the stock had huge effect. I believe we should do something to 
avoid the further deficit even this is long term trading. 
For "Yun Nan Bai Yao", I am not surprised this stock being further deficit. But I 
think it should be reflect accompany the Olympic game start. Because"Yun Nan Bai Yao" 
is the company who use their technology and product to help player stop their pain during 
the competition. So I believe it will have good performance. 
"Ping An Insurance", this is the only stock performed well. As I said Chinese people 
more and more concern about their health care. Therefore people would like to spend 
their money on this product. This phenomenon will affect the insurance area, especially 
“Ping An Insurance" which is the leader of this area for more than ten years. Compare 
with last week, the ration of profit and deficit had huge changed form -3.42 % to 1.9%. I 
guess it will keep like this for next week. 
However, those two stocks brought me more deficits than last week. But I still 
believe these two stocks will be reflects in the future. Because both of stocks are the 
leader in their own area. Therefore what we need to concern is the news and policy and 
what those will affect the stock market where there are located.  The figure shows it 
below was the swerve for this week.  
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Symbol Cost 
Price 
Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YNBY 63.06 1000 59.5 -3563 -5.65%  
GZMT 262.72 200 243.08 -3928 -7.48%  
ZGPA 45.11 1500 45.97 1285 1.9%  
 -6206 
Table 3.3.2.2 Transaction Table Week 2 (July 23-July 27) 
“Yun Nan Bai Yao” symbol “YNBY” 
“Kweichow Moutai” symbol GZMT 
“Ping An Insurance” symbol ZGPA 
 
The ratio between profit and deficit were -5.65%, -7.48% and 1.90% respectively. I 
think "Yun Nan Bai Yao" will decrease the gap between profit and deficit at less 2%. For 
""Kweichow Moutai", it should action like "Yun Nan Bai Yao" but I predict the gap will 
descend about 1% to 1.5%.” Ping An Insurance" will keep make profit for coming week, 
because the phenomenon I said will be a trend for next twenty to forty years. .Therefore 
“Ping An Insurance “is a potential stock. 
Week 3 (July 30th- August 3rd) 
For week three, all of those stocks brought me into the further deficits includes 
“Ping An Insurance” who brought me amount profits last week. The situation for this 
happened was because the China Stock Market at poor economic environment. However, 
I was disappointed about this circumstances but I strongly believe those stocks will 
perform well for last week.  
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The "Kweichow Moutai", it performed poor for continuous three weeks. I believe 
that policy I mentioned had huge impact on this industry area especially this company. 
My prediction for this week was quite close and the gap to profits was decreased 
approximate 1.6% hence the ratio between profits and deficits was -5.60 %. For this stock 
I think it will keep decreasing the gap to profits. I would like to predict this stock price 
will be at 253 RMB per share since the liqueur culture in China had more than 
three-thousand year history. Therefore I am really exciting to see it performance next 
week.  
The “Ping An Insurance”, it was brought me amount profits last week. Due to the 
whole China Stock Market poor environment, this stock had a huge impact by this factor 
lead to this stock into deficits. The other factors which affect this stock were the main 
rival of “Ping An Insurance”. The main rival announced their promotion details, they will 
give 80% discount for new customers. This promotion force the share price of “Ping An 
Insurance” dropped to 44.42 RMB. However, I believe the shareholders will deal this 
situation as soon as they can. Hence I have confidence to see how it going to be next 
week. 
“Yun Nan Bai Yao” had situation same as the "Kweichow Moutai". But there was 
good news which is this company will sponsor China National Sport Team for four years 
and contract had been signed already. I think this will enhance the price of this stock. 
Therefore I believe I need some patient to gain some profits.  
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During the poor situation of China Stock Market, “Yun Nan Bai Yao” and “Ping An 
Insurance” have potential to bring me some profits next week. But "Kweichow Moutai" I 
think it will keep the same situation. The sewer below shows data about these three stock 
at week 3： 
Symbol Cost Price Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YNBY 63.06 1000 61.56 -1503 -2.38%  
GZMT 262.72 200 248 -2944 -5.6%  
ZGPA 45.11 1500 44.42 -1039 -1.54%  
 -5516 
Table 3.3.2.3 Transaction Table Week 3 (July 30-August 3) 
“Yun Nan Bai Yao” symbol “YNBY” 
“Kweichow Moutai” symbol GZMT 
“Ping An Insurance” symbol ZGPA 
 
The total deficits of this week were about 5516 RMB, and the ratio between profits 
and deficits were “Yun Nan Bai Yao”, -2.38, "Kweichow Moutai",-5.6% and “Ping An 
Insurance”.-1.54%. 
Week 4 (August 6th – August 10th) 
This week, I was disappointed for these three stocks performance. The situations for 
these three stocks were same as last week. Compare with other two, the"Kweichow 
Moutai" increased the price of share from 248.00 RMB to 252.80 RMB and the ratio 
between profits and deficits decrease from -5.6% to -3.78%. The” Ping An Insurance” 
performed quite stable only approximate 0.1% float. The “Yun Nan Bai Yao” had 1% 
float compare last week.  
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The "Kweichow Moutai", I think it needs to take long time to recovery from that 
policy. But it still can make profits because liqueur is the important culture in China. 
Therefore if the shareholders can afford this situation then this will be a good stock for 
chose. Although I disappointed about this week, but I still put some hope on this stock. 
This company was the top one company in liqueur industry area. 
The “Yun Nan Bai Yao”, it performed badly this week. The main factor lead to 
deficits was the price of raw material of their medical had been increase nearly 10 % 
three month ago. Due to the cost price increase, the quantity of this product might be 
decrease hence increase the price of this product which will decrease the purchase 
quantity then affect the income of this company. Once the income decrease will lead to 
stock price decreased and this is the situation happened this few weeks. I used to think 
this stock will be better after they sponsor the China National Sport Team but I was 
wrong. Plus the whole poor environment this stock will not be recovery for short time. 
But because of this company was the leader of medical industry. Therefore I believe it 
worth to hold for long-term.  
The “Ping An Insurance”, this company was brought me amount profits at second 
week but it turn into deficit for other two weeks. The float of this stock was stable. I think 
the problem of this stock was because this trend still in developing level. Whereas once it 
become mature the price of stock might have sharply increase in a short time. Therefore I 
will hold this stock for two or three years.  
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For this week, despite all of these stocks running into deficits. But I still think these 
three stocks are worth to hold for long-term trading. The total deficits of this week were 
5551 RMB. This is the worst weeks since the simulation started. Through the last week 
simulation I recognize the market environment is very important and it dominated a lot of 
stocks in market. If we have health and good environment then we could make profits 
much easier. The figure below was the data for week 4: 
Symbol Cost 
Price 
Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YNBY 63.06 1000 60.61 -2453 -3.89%  
GZMT 262.72 200 252.8 -1984 -3.78%  
ZGPA 45.11 1500 44.37 -1114 -1.65%  
 -5551 
Table 3.3.2.4 Transaction Table Week 4 (August 6-August 10) 
“Yun Nan Bai Yao” symbol “YNBY” 
“Kweichow Moutai” symbol GZMT 
“Ping An Insurance” symbol ZGPA 
 
3.3.3 Analysis and Conclusion:   
Through the four weeks of simulation, all three stocks were into the deficits and total 
money that I lost approximate 5551 RMB. I strongly believe my choice was correct and 
the reason for the deficit was the whole China economics. After the economic crises, the 
China Stocks Market had huge shock. According to “China Daily”, the index of China 
Stocks Market was dramatically decreased from about 8000 to 2000 during 5 years. 
Compare with America Stocks Market, although the economic crises crash the whole 
America economics but the stocks index remain the same level. Due to this tough 
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situation in China, the choosing and selecting those stocks are very important for investor. 
From my view, I think my chose was administered, these three stocks are leader in their 
industries area and their scales are largest too. Therefore these three stocks had a good 
chance to make profits during the simulation. Despite, in China the policies is other one 
important effect and it really sensitive to those stocks price. The "Kweichow Moutai" was 
the best example to illustrate during the whole simulation. During four weeks simulation, 
I realized if we want to make profits in China, choosing the leader stocks is important but 
analysis the whole environment for China Stocks Market is also important. The other 
important key to make profits is policies in China. 
However, I had deficit during the simulation for these four weeks but I learned a lot 
of knowledge about long-term trading and the investigated three key factors which can 
help me make profits when I invest my money into stocks market next time. 
 
3.4 Long-term trading method, Portfolio II 
Long term trading is a kind of investment. The key of the investment is choosing the 
right value stocks which mainstream funds concern. Value stock is the stock whose price 
is worth less than its inherent value. In practice, however, it is difficult for small and 
medium-sized retail investors judging which one is the value stock because they obtain 
the information after a lag and are short of specialized knowledge, time and money. Thus 
they invest blindly. 
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In order to solve the problem above, someone designed a very practical method to 
look out the value stock based on the idea that locating the specific industry before 
locating the specific stock. This method is simple and convenient. Investors can perceive 
which company's performance in that industry will increase dramatically as long as 
investors study the industry prosperity degree forecast Report published by public media 
carefully. 
For instance, public media considered that auto industry would increase rapidly after 
they had done a comprehensive assessment for it in early 2002. This information point 
out that it is profitable to invest in auto industry in 2002 to investors. It is common sense 
that it is not easy to lose out if the whole industry is prosperous. Thus investors choose 
stocks according to that. As far as I see, most of the giant foundations look for stocks in 
this way. For instance, when Warren Buffet choosing the right stock, he first observes the 
growth of one industry which the stock exists in, and then he sees the achievement. He 
especially prefers the quoted companies whose stock's price is lower than its inherent 
value and have the potential for growth. He reflects that he assumes that the stock stops 
coming into the market for 5 years and the industry the stock exist is still prosperous and 
the company's achievement grows increasingly. The stock which matches the conditions 
above would be chosen by Warren Buffet. 
To judge a stock has investment value or not, it is important to observe its capital 
stock whether the capacity of has continues expansion. As a matter of fact, the value 
investors get more opportunities from capital stock expansion. Some stocks that own high 
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stock expansion ability have already brought billions of investment returns to the 
investors for over 10 years.  
The truth gave us a fact that investors who keep those stocks in a long term get big 
profit depending on capital stock expansion. Investment value of the stock and speculate 
value are totally two different concepts. Speculate value emphasizes stock's form of 
technical， time period of ups and downs and mass psychology. Investment value 
attaches importance to truth about fundamentals, growth of the industry and capital stock 
expansion. 
Consequently, the most important elements of the stock's investment value are 
strong expansion of the capital stock and highly growing capacity. Those are also the 
standards to judge stock's investment value. The optimum time to buy these value stocks 
is when stocks fell sharply and everyone is afraid of talking about stocks [10].  
3.4.1 Stock chosen: 
The first stock I chosen is “Yantai Wanhua”. The company is mainly engaged in 
research and develops products of MDI (4, 4`-diphenylmethane diisocyanate), aromatic 
polyamine and thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers. MDI is one of the most important 
raw materials for producing polyurethane. Both rubber and plastics dual advantage of 
polyurethane is suitable in heat insulation, sound insulation, wear-resistant, oil resistant, 
flexible and bending, etc., It is widely used in the chemical industry, light industry, textile, 
construction, household appliances, building materials, transportation, aerospace and 
other fields. 
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This company is the largest MDI manufacturing companies in Asia-Pacific regions. 
It is not only the first polyurethane industrial base in China and the first innovative 
company, but also the only chemical enterprise that has its own proprietary intellectual 
property and MDI manufacturing technology.  
In 2011, Yantai Wanhua Company has a total annual production capacity about 
800000 tons; 200000 tons from Yantai Wanhua Factory and 600000 tons from Ninbo 
Daxie Industrial Zone [14].  
 
Figure 3.4.1.1 K-line of “Yantai Wanhua” 
From the figure we can see that the price of “Yantai Wanhua” has a great drop 14.44 
RMB per share to 12.95 RMB per share. But in general, the price of “Yantai Wanhua” 
still has a trend of increasing. Besides, this company is the only state-owned company in 
China that can produce MDI and MDI can widespread use in many industrial fields 
which means that the company will not lack of demand. Moreover, Yantai Wanhua is the 
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leader in chemical shares; I believe that “Yantai Wanhua” is worth to invest and will 
bring me profit in the next four weeks.  
The second stock I chosen is “Jiangxi Copper Corporation”. Jiangxi Copper 
Corporation was founded in July 1979 and headquartered in Guixi City, Jiangxi Province, 
This Company is copper mining, electing and ruling set in one-scale enterprises. It is one 
of the largest copper production bases in China and very important origin of sulfur 
chemical raw materials and gold and silver. The Jiangxi Copper mainly focus on 
exploration mining, smelting and processing for metals, such as copper, gold, silver, lead, 
zinc and molybdenum. Also it engaged in mining, smelting equipment manufacture and 
installation, technology development, technical service, foreign trade and re-exports 
trade. 
The company now has more than 15 million tons of copper resources, according to 
the Geological Survey data for 2002, the number of Jianxi Copper’s copper recourse 
accounted for one quarter of the national total copper resources. In the next few years, the 
company will continue to maintain the highest raw material self-sufficiency rate in 
domestic copper enterprises. In 2008, Jiangxi Copper has cathode production capacity 
about 90 million tons, self-produced nearly 200,000 tons of copper concentrate. 
Company’s total assets have reached 39.1 billion yuan and its sales revenue about nearly 
60 billion yuan. 
In the forth quarter of last year, the international price of base metals has dropped 
sharply. Until the beginning of this year, metal price has still remained in low level. This 
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situation has affected the price of metal in China and the price of metal shares has come 
down considerably. Chinese Business News has said that: “The reason caused metal price 
fall is the euro crisis. In the last year, euro crisis has further worsened. Wave of strikes has 
outbreak in heavily indebted countries; in the other side, euro crisis has remained 
unresolved, market has suspected the euro zone may lack the capacity to address the 
crisis. Affected by this, from the beginning of September, 2011, the price of copper in 
London has fall over 25% in one month. This event set up a chain reaction in Chinese 
copper market. After the price has fallen 26% in copper market, copper market has started 
low adjustment [15]. 
 
 
Figure 3.4.1.2 K-line of “Jiangxi Copper” 
From the figure 3.4.1.2 we can see that: No matter the price of metal or the share 
price of nonferrous metal plates are now at a relatively low level. Metal prices have also 
been adjustment long period of time. With the recovery of metal seasonal consumptifirst 
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quarter, 2012, the price of metal is expected to rebound. Also, the American economy 
continues to healing, under this macro environment support. I believe that the share price 
of nonferrous metal plates have chance to rebound and “Jiangxi Copper” is worth to 
invest and will bring me profit in the next four weeks.  
The third stock I chosen is “Aluminum Corporation of China (CHINALCO)”. This 
Company is the only enterprise that set bauxite exploration, mining; alumina and 
aluminium production, sales, technology research and development in one-scale. It is the 
largest alumina and aluminium production bases in China. Also it is the second largest 
alumina production base and third largest aluminium production base in the entire world. 
Alumina is the primary raw material for production of aluminum ingot. It is used for 
producing aluminum metal with molten salts electrolytic methods and is the important 
raw material for producing corundum, ceramic and refractory materials. At the end of 
June 2008, its assets totaled RMB 377.7 billion, with its value growth rate of value 
retention on fixed assets and return on equity leading among the state-owned enterprises 
with total assets over RMB 100 billion [16]. 
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Figure 3.4.1.3 K-line of “Aluminum Corporation of China” 
From the Figure 3.4.1.3, the price of CHINALCO is decreasing continually in 
general. However, the price of share has a trend of increasing recently. Besides, 
CHINALCO is not only the largest Non-ferrous Metals production base in China, it also 
is the leader in metal shares with its strong source of funding; I believe CHINALCO is 
worth to invest and will bring me profit in the next four weeks. 
3.4.2 Trades  
Week 1 (July 16th – July 20th) 
I have put 5, 3840 RMB into "Yantai Wanhua" and 6,3336 RMB into " Jiangxi 
Copper". For “Aluminum Corporation of China” I invested 6, 1300 RMB. I hold 4000 
shares of “Yantai Wanhua", 2800 shares of “Jiangxi Copper” and 10000 shares of 
“Aluminum Corporation of China". For the cost price for these three stocks are 13.67 
RMB for "Yantai Wanhua", 23.13 RMB for "Jiangxi Copper" and 6.27 RMB for 
"Aluminum Corporation of China ". But these four stocks didn't perform well at Week 1. 
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For "Yantai Wanhua" the percentage of profit and loss ratio is -1.54 % which I lost 843.6 
RMB. For "Jiangxi Copper" the ratio is -2.22 % and I lost 1439.5 RMB and for 
“Aluminum Corporation of China” the ratio is -2.19% and lost 1372.6 RMB. Therefore 
my total lost for the first week was 3655.7 RMB.  
Symbol Cost 
Price 
Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YTWH 13.67 4000 13.46 -843 -1.54%  
JXTY 23.13 2800 22.62 -1439 -2.22%  
ZGLY 6.27 10000 6.13 -1372 -2.19%  
 -3655 
Table 3.4.2.1 Transaction Table Week 1 (July 16-July 20) 
“Yantai Wanhua” symbol “YTWH” 
“Jiangxi Copper” symbol JXTY 
“Aluminum Corporation of China” symbol ZGLY 
 “Yantai Wanhua” 
Figure 3.4.2.1 shows the prices of “Yantai Wanhua” from July 16th to July 20th. From 
the figure we can see that: at the beginning of Monday, the price is 13.49 RMB per share. 
The price is keep falling after the market open. I am waiting the price fall to the bottom. 
However, the price has start growing up and I buy 4000 shares at the price of 13.67 RMB 
per share. On Thursday, the share has reached its highest price, 13.75 RMB per share. 
Then it began dropping on Friday till the market closed. After the market closed on 
Friday, the price is 13.46 RMB per share.  
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Figure 3.4.2.1 K line of “Yantai Wanhua” 
“Jiangxi Copper” 
“  
Figure 3.4.2.2 K line of “Jiangxi Copper” 
From the figure 3.4.2.2 we can see that the movement of stock was unsatisfactory. 
Since the beginning of Monday, the prices of share were continuing falling. Once the 
market opened on Monday, it is the highest price of this share, 23.39 RMB per share. 
After the market closed on Friday, the price has fallen to 22.62 RMB per share.  
"Aluminum Corporation of China” 
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Figure 3.4.2.3 K line of “Aluminum Corporation of China” 
At the beginning of Monday, the price of share started at 6.27 RMB per share. Then 
it has fallen to 6.11 RMB per share at the end of Monday. From Tuesday to Wednesday, 
the price of stock is stably stay at 6.16 – 6.18 RMB per share. The price has great 
increase on Thursday and it reached the same price as the beginning of Monday, 6.27 
RMB per share. However, the price presented a trend of decreasing on Friday. After the 
market closed on Friday, the price has fallen to 6.13 RMB per share. 
Week 2 (July 23rd – July 27th) 
The stocks I chosen on Week 2 was not going well. For "Yantai Wanhua" the 
percentage of profit and loss ratio is -5.48 % which I lost 2840 RMB. For "Jiangxi 
Copper" the ratio is -5.96 % and I lost 3640 RMB and for “Aluminum Corporation of 
China” the ratio is -3.64 % and lost 2200 RMB. Therefore my total lost for the second 
week was 8680 RMB.  
Symbol Cost Price Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YTWH 13.67 4000 12.96 -2840 -5.48%  
JXTY 23.13 2800 21.83 -3640 -5.96%  
ZGLY 6.27 10000 6.05 -2200 -3.64%  
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 -8680 
Table 3.4.2.2 Transaction Table Week 2 (July 23-July 27) 
“Yantai Wanhua” symbol “YTWH” 
“Jiangxi Copper” symbol JXTY 
“Aluminum Corporation of China” symbol ZGLY 
 
“Yantai Wanhua” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.4 K line of “Yantai Wanhua” 
The figure shows that from Monday to Wednesday, the price of share was gradually 
rising. At the beginning of Monday, the price started at 13.22 RMB per share. After three 
days rising, the price has reached 13.55 RMB per share on Wednesday. However, the 
price has great dropped on Thursday; it falls to 12.91 RMB per share. The rate of falling 
is 4.96%. After the market closed on Friday, the price was 12.96 RMB per share.  
“Jiangxi Copper” 
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Figure 3.4.2.5 K line of “Jiangxi Copper” 
The figure shows that the stock movement of “Jiangxi Copper” was unsatisfactory. 
In general, the price of share decreased from Monday to Friday. Besides, stock on 
Tuesday, 21.74 RMB per share, opened sharply lower on Monday (21.89 RMB per share). 
On the other side, the share jumped on Friday with the opening price 21.91 RMB per 
share. Therefore, the price of “Jiangxi Copper” has not occurred heavy lost.  
“Aluminum Corporation of China” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.6 K line of “Aluminum Corporation of China” 
From the figure we can clearly see that: the price of week 2 is very unstable. There 
are a lot of up and down in one day. In general, the price is still decreasing. At the 
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beginning of Monday, the price is 6.13 RMB per share. Relative to other days Thursday 
has reached the highest price in this week, 6.08 RMB per share. However it still can not 
climb up to the same price as the beginning of Monday. On Friday, the prices were stable 
and stayed at 6.02 RMB per share still market closed.   
Week 3 (July 30th – August 3rd) 
On Week 3, “Yantai Wanhua” has a great increasing compare to week 2. The price 
on week 3 has grown up to 13.46 RMB per share. But the other two stocks, “Jiangxi 
Copper” and “Aluminum Corporation of China” were much worse than week 2. Compare 
to week 2, “Jiangxi Copper’s price has drop from 21.83 RMB per share to 20.45 RMB 
per share. And “Aluminum Corporation of China”’ price has drop from 6.05 RMB per 
share to 5.94 RMB per share.  
 
Symbol Cost Price Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YTWH 13.67 4000 13.46 -840 -1.56%  
JXTY 23.13 2800 20.45 -7504 -13.1%  
ZGLY 6.27 10000 5.94 -3300 -5.56%  
 -11644 
Table 3.4.2.3 Transaction Table Week 3 (July 30-August 3) 
“Yantai Wanhua” symbol “YTWH” 
“Jiangxi Copper” symbol JXTY 
“Aluminum Corporation of China” symbol ZGLY 
 
For "Yantai Wanhua" the percentage of profit and loss ratio is -1.56 %, I lost 840 
RMB but it was 2000 RMB less than week 2. For "Jiangxi Copper" the ratio is -13.1 % 
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and I lost 7504 RMB and for “Aluminum Corporation of China” the ratio is -5.56 % and 
lost 3300 RMB. Therefore my total lost for the third week was 11644 RMB. 
“Yantai Wanhua” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.7 K line of “Yantai Wanhua” (Monday-Tuesday)  
 
Figure 3.4.2.8 K line of “Yantai Wanhua” (Wednesday-Friday) 
The figure 3.4.2.7 shows the stock movement from Monday to Tuesday. And the 
Figure 3.4.2.8 shows the stock movement from Wednesday to Friday. The opening price 
on Monday is 13.08 RMB per share. From the figure we can see that: after the market 
opened on Monday, the price has sharply risen and drop in the first 30 minutes. It has 
grown up to 13.13 RMB per share then drop to 13.02 RMB per share in only 15 minutes. 
Whereas it presented a trend of stable increasing through Monday to Friday. From the 
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figure we can see that the price has a great jump at the end of the week, the price has 
reached the highest price of the week 13.47 RMB per share.  
“Jiangxi Copper” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.9 K line of “Jiangxi Copper” (Monday-Tuesday) 
  
Figure 3.4.2.10 K line of “Jiangxi Copper” (Wednesday-Friday) 
The stock movement of “Jiangxi Copper” was unsatisfactory from Monday to 
Tuesday. After the market opened, the share keep decreasing from the price of 21.83 
RMB per share. Till the market closed on Tuesday, the price is 20.04 RMB per share. 
The ratio of decreasing is 8.93%. Fortunately, this stock has heat up on Wednesday. After 
the market opened on Wednesday, the price keeps jumping till the price reached 20.45 
RMB per share, the ratio of 2.05%. Although the price fall down into 20.0 RMB per 
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share on Thursday, it come back to the same level as Wednesday at the end of Friday 
(20.45 RMB per share) Otherwise will cause more lost.  
“Aluminum Corporation of China” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.11 K line of “Aluminum Corporation of China” (Monday-Tuesday) 
 
Figure 3.4.2.12 K line of ““Aluminum Corporation of China” (Wednesday – Friday) 
The movement of share was disappointed like “Jiangxi Copper”. At the first two 
days of week 3, the price of share was decreasing from 6.08 to 5.8 RMB per share which 
decreasing ratio is 4.83%. Although on Wednesday, it shows a sign of rising and has 
grown up the price to 5.95 RMB per share and keeps the price to Friday after market 
close. It still cannot fill the gap. This stock has brought me a deficit with 5.56% and lost 
3300 RMB.  
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Week 4 (August 6th- August 10th) 
Unlike Week 3, “Yantai Wanhua” is unsatisfactory and cause deficit this week. The 
price of this stock is very unstable. In the other side, “Jiangxi Copper” and “Aluminum 
Corporation of China” has improved a little. For "Yantai Wanhua" the percentage of 
profit and loss ratio is -2.94 %, I lost 1560 RMB which is 720 RMB more than week 3. 
Otherwise, for "Jiangxi Copper" the ratio is -6.49 % and I lost 3948 RMB which is 3556 
RMB less than week 3. And for “Aluminum Corporation of China” the ratio is -1.95 % 
and lost 1200 RMB (2100 RMB less than week 3). Therefore my total lost for the forth 
week was 6708 RMB. 
Symbol Cost Price Shares Market 
Price 
Profit/Lost Profit/Lost 
Ratio 
Total 
Profit 
YTWH 13.67 4000 13.28 -1560 -2.94%  
JXTY 23.13 2800 21.72 -3948 -6.49%  
ZGLY 6.27 10000 6.15 -1200 -1.95%  
 -6708 
Table 3.4.2.4 Transaction Table Week 4 (August 6-August 10) 
“Yantai Wanhua” symbol “YTWH” 
“Jiangxi Copper” symbol JXTY 
“Aluminum Corporation of China” symbol ZGLY 
 
 
 
 
“Yantai Wanhua” 
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Figure 3.4.2.13 K Line of “Yantai Wanhua” 
From the figure we can clearly see that “Yantai Wanhua” has a great sharply rise 
and fall in this week. The share opens lower on Monday with price 13.37 RMB per share. 
Once it has sharply fallen to 13.30 RMB per share then greatly jumped to 13.55 RMB per 
share before the market close on Monday. These frequently ups and downs have last for 
four days and the change of price is around 13.36-13.55 RMB per share. However the 
price has come down a long way on Friday. The opening price on Friday is 13.46 RMB 
per share, till the market closed; the price has fallen to 13.28 RMB per share. The ratio of 
falling is 1.36%.  
“Jiangxi Copper” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.14 K Line of “Jiangxi Copper” 
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The movement of stock in this week is growing like a ladder shape. On Monday, the 
price of share presents a very beneficial trend. The price has grown up from 20.50 to 
21.51 RMB per share. The ratio of increasing is 4.93%. On Tuesday, the price stay stably 
around 21.34 – 21.45 RMB per share. Then the price has a large increased on Wednesday, 
it has reached the highest price of this week, 22.83 RMB per share. Compare to the end 
of Tuesday, the price has rise for 6.4%. Although the price of share was slightly down on 
Friday and the price stay at 21.72 RMB per share till the market closed. It still has 
increased 6.2% which give me a profit about 3556 RMB.  
“Aluminum Corporation of China” 
 
Figure 3.4.2.15 K Line of “Aluminum Corporation of China” 
Unlike the stock “Jiangxi Copper” has a great increasing about 6.2%, “Aluminum 
Corporation of China” is a stock present a trend of steady growth. This week, the price 
has placidly increased from 5.97 to 6.15 RMB per share. The total increasing ratio for this 
week is 3.02% and the ratio for each day is 1.17%, 1.49%, 1.14% and 0.33%. According 
to the behavior of this week, non-ferrous metal stocks are all present a trend of increasing. 
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This phenomenon may indicate the sign of warming and recovery for the metal market is 
in a good shape.  
3.4.3 Analysis and Conclusion 
The consequence of this four-week stimulation is less than satisfactory. Although 
there were amount of increase in the past week, it still can not fill the gap and I lost 
approximately 6708 RMB in the last four week. I believe the method I used to choose 
stocks is correct. I have chosen the leader industry in chemical material and non-ferrous 
metal area. I think the problems cause this deficit are various but mainly is the pressure 
from China economy. The difficulties to develop China economy are increased. Chinese’s 
currency (RMB) has started depreciating and enterprises’ benefit slide. Besides, the 
employment data released by the United States in June was significantly lower than 
expected which causing the three major indexes in United States has fallen more than 2%. 
With the debt crisis in Europe, these two factors have indirectly affected the economy in 
China and cause price dropping in Chinese stock market. In the end, I believe the stocks I 
chosen are worth to hold a long time; it will bring us benefits since the economy rebound 
[17, 18]. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusion 
We set up our IQP around a six-week Chinese stock market simulation that ran over 
E terms. We based the simulation on two types of portfolios: a short-term trading 
portfolio and a long-term trading portfolio. The purpose of this IQP is to learn the stock 
market concept and make investing in general stock market. Each of us has chose five 
stocks for short-term trading and three stocks for long-term trading in difference methods. 
After these total six-week trading, we will compare and contrasted which method is more 
reasonable for trading and which methods can profit most money.  
When we initially begin our IQP, we want to set up a very big goal. However we 
have quickly realized that a big goal is not realistic. We only have 200000 RMB to 
invest; we can not set a goal for example, profiting 5000000 RMB in the stock after 
six-week. Finally we have set up a goal which we think it is reasonable to achieve.  
Then we have researched the historical information of the Chinese trading market, 
information on valuable financial resources, and which techniques is suitable for us. 
Though there research, we have a whole picture about what are stock market and the 
principle of trading. When we are choosing stocks, we decided that Portfolio I choose the 
stock base on “industry policy analysis methods” and Portfolio II chooses the stock base 
on “Fundamental analysis method”.  
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Short-Term Trading  Net Result (RMB) 
 Portfolio I -3814.4 
 Portfolio II 1975.33 
Long-Term Trading   
 Portfolio I -5551 
 Portfolio II -6708 
Table 4.1: Comparison of Gains and Losses 
As the stock market simulation ended, comparatively Portfolio II in short term 
trading did better than Portfolio I which means that “Fundamental analysis method” is 
more suitable than “industry policy analysis methods” to choose stock for short-term 
trading. In Long-term Trading, Portfolio I is mainly focusing on choosing the stocks in 
liquor, medicine and insurance area; Portfolio II is mainly choosing the stocks in industry 
area like chemical material and non-ferrous metal. From the table we can see that liquor, 
medicine and insurance area has more raising space and more worth to investing for 
holding a long time.  
Overall this project was a great learning experience. We all learned that it is not easy 
to profit from stock market; it needs patience and a long-term view to treat this 
investment. The experience from this project has given us an advance to become more 
intelligent investors. We all actually plan to invest in the future using the knowledge we 
gained from this project. We feel that if we do invest in stocks we will be able to make 
some money based on what we did in this project.  
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